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AND MECHANICAL FRAGILITIES AND HEMOLYSIS OF ERYTHROCYTES; OBSERVATIONS

ON THE MECHANISMS OF DESTRUCTION OF SUCH ERYTHROCYTES IN DOGS AND IN A

PATIENT WITH A FATAL THERMAL BURN

By THOMAS HALE HAM, M.D., SHU CHU SHEN, M.D., ELEANOR M. FLEMING, A.B.,

AND W. B. CASTLE, M.D.

I N A PREVIOUS communication’ observations were reported on the changes in

blood and urine and on the kidney complications occurring in 14 patients with

moderate or severe thermal burns, ii of whom showed hemoglobinuria. The sphero-

cytosis and increased osmotic fragility of the red blood cells, observed in certain of

these cases, were considered to result directly from the heating of the circulating

blood. This paper reports detailed observations on the effect of heat on human

erythrocytes and on the mechanism of destruction of heated dog red blood cells fol-

lowing their injection into the same animal. Finally, the characteristics of the red

blood cells are reported in an additional case of a fatal thermal burn.

Previous investigations have established certain fundamental facts concerning

the effect of heating red blood cells in the test tube and in the animal as a result of

thermal burns. There is agreement’7 with the original observation of Schultze8

that the heating of blood in vitro from human subjects, dogs, cats, and rabbits to

temperatures of from approximately 52- to 6� C. produces division and fragmenta-

tion of erythrocytes with the formation of spheroid forms of various sizes. In anes-

thetized animals, subcutaneous temperatures of from �i to 6� C. have been main-

tained for several minutes by scalding,9 by igniting turpentine on the skin,’0 or by

use of a hot iron.” Furthermore, it has been demonstrated,’#{176}’ 12, 13 especially by

von Lesser,’ that fragmented erythrocytes occurred in the blood stream in burned

animals, in normal animals transfused with blood from a burned animal, and in

normal animals transfused with blood heated in vitro. The abnormal erythrocytes

disappeared rapidly’ from the animal’s circulation with the development of hemo-

globinemia and hemoglobinuria. No hemolysins or agglutinins have been demon-

strated in the plasma or serum of burned animals5 or of burned patients.’ An in-

crease in the osmotic fragility of the red blood cells was noted in burned animals

by Silberman’ and in human blood heated in vitro by Isaacs, Brock, and Minot.7

The latter investigators demonstrated that immature erythrocytes of both normal

and pathologic human blood divided less readily than mature erythrocytes, when

heated to � C. More recently hemoglobinemia, hemoglobinuria, fragmentation of

erythrocytes, and increase in the osmotic fragility of red cells have been reported in

a series of cases of human thermal burns by Brown’4’ 15 and in animals subjected to
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374 HEAT AND HEMOLYSIS

thermal injury by Moritz, Henriques, and Dutra’6 and by McLean, Moritz, and

Roos . ‘ � Hemoglobinemia and increased blood destruction have been observed as an

early manifestation of severe burns in human subjects by Moore, Peacock, Blakely,

and Cop&8 and in burned animals by Olson and Necheles.’9

METHODS

The methods employed in this investigation have been described in previous communications as

follows: determination of osmotic fragility of red blood cells’; determination of mechanical fragility

of red blood cells20; estimation of the number of “ spherocytes” in a stained smear’; determination oi

hematocrit21; quantitative estimation of hemoglobin in plasma and urine 2224; measurement of pH oc

blood and urine by glass electrode method; measurement of methemoglobin and sulphemoglobin.2�

EFFECT OF HEAT ON ERYTHROCYTES

Changes in the shape, osmotic fragility, and volume of red cells were measured

in 131 observations in defibrinated blood from 12- normal persons and from dogs.

The blood was exposed to temperatures of from 2-5 to 70 C. maintained for periods

of from two minutes to one hour. All blood samples were heated, usually in 5 or 6

cc. amounts, in soft glass test tubes of 13 mm. diameter by 2-50 mm. length. For

larger volumes, pyrex Erlenmeyer flasks were employed. Each blood sample was

first placed in a water bath at 37 C. until this temperature was attained. Then the

sample was immersed in a bath containing 30 liters of water which was agitated by

a mechanical stirrer, and maintained at constant temperature with an accuracy of

±0.05 C. A precision thermometer was introduced directly into the blood sample

as it was heated and the temperature recorded every fifteen seconds, usually during

gentle mixing with the thermometer. The blood sample was heated from � C. to a
particular temperature in approximately 2-� minutes, and maintained for a given

time within ±0.05 C. at the required temperature. The sample was then removed

from the bath and promptly cooled to � C. in a water bath. The rates of heating and

cooling were approximately equal. For the so-called “rapid heating” the water

bath temperature was set 0.7 C. above the final temperature desired for the blood

sample. It required from one to two minutes in each observation to reach the de-

sired temperature, at which time the blood was immediately removed and cooled as

described above. Unheated and heated samples were compared with respect to

hemolysis, osmotic fragility and shape of the red blood cells, hematocrit, pH,

methemoglobin, sulphemoglobin, and nonprotein nitrogen.

The changes produced in the red blood cells appeared in the following order:

morphologic changes, apparent increase in volume, increase in osmotic and me-

chanical fragilities, and finally hemolysis in the serum or plasma. Temperatures up

to 46 C. for a period of one hour caused no demonstrable changes in the erythro-

cytes. At temperatures from 47 tO 50 C. changes in the red blood cells occurred

depending on the temperature and duration of heating. At temperatures of from

to 6� C., changes always occurred even when the sample was subjected to

“rapid heating.” Changes occurred in dog red cells similar to those observed in

human red cells. The various effects produced by heat are described separately be-

low.
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HAM, SHEN, FLEMING, AND CASTLE 375

A. CHANGES IN MORPHOLOGY OF ERYTHROCYTES PRODUCED BY HEAT

The morphology of the red blood cells was studied in wet preparations made by

diluting defibrinated blood with serum, physiologic saline, or Gower’s solution

and introducing one drop into a standard blood counting chamber or onto a glass

slide, covering it with a glass coverslip and sealing with vaseline. In fixed prepara-

tions stained with Wright’s stain, the red cells were examined for changes in size

and shape, including the presence of “spherocytes” and “target” forms. The diam-

eter of the red blood cells before and after heating was measured in stained prepara-

tions by the Price-Jones’6 method. Because of the bizarre forms produced by heat-

ing, these measurements serve only as an approximation.

TABLE i-Effect on Morphology and Osmotic Fragility of Red Bloo�l Cells Resulting from Heating

Normal Human Defibrinated Blood at 48.6 C. for Increas:ng Periods of Time (see Figure 1)

Morphologic observations on red blood

cells

Osmotic fragility of red blood ______________________
cells

Hemolysis, % U ‘- ‘-
Duration of Apparent Hemolysis a

heating at increasein after ,_

48.6 C. hematocrit heating ______________ � E ��
t 2.5 5 10 50 75 95 I � � �‘- .6

I ________________ C
.C � a-

I TonicityasNaClGm.% ,�

mi-
‘O 0 ( � crons microns ,�

Unheated o 0 .40 .40 .39�.37I.35I.33 .2.9i 0 I 0 7.3 0.67 9.2.

control I

Rapid +o.6 0.4 .40 .40 ,391,37 .34I,32..l3� 0.5 0.2. 0 7.3 0.52. 7.1

heating

m Minutes +3.2. 0 .4, .40 .40 .38 .36 .34 .2.9 I 0.4 0 * * *

� Minutes +�.8 0.4 .40 .40 .39 .37 .35 .33 .30 5 I I o.6 * * *

io Minutes +4.3 0.4 .56�.42.L4o .38 .35�.33I.2.8 12. 1.5 3 * * *

30 Minutes +6.7 0.7 .79.76L68.59 .40.36 2.9I 4t 8t * � 1.0 iS

6oMinutes +10.0 0.4 � * Manyf * 5.4 o.8m i�

* Quantitative measurement was not possible.

t Rough approximation.

At temperatures of from 48.6 to 49.6 C., it was possible to observe the slow pro-

gression of the morphologic changes in the erythrocytes. A typical experiment

conducted with heating of defibrinated blood at a constant temperature of 48.6 C.

for 2., 5, 10, 30, and 6o minutes, respectively, is illustrated in table i and figure i.

The first discernible change produced by heat was the appearance of small bud-like

protrusions on an occasional erythrocyte. In the next recognizable change, many of

the erythrocytes showed single or multiple buds usually connected by a broad base

or a filament. When completely disconnected, the new elements formed small

rounded or elongated structures containing various amounts of hemoglobin. At

this stage, as illustrated in figure iB and table i (2- and � minutes), there was no

change in osmotic fragility of the red blood cells but apparent increases in hematocrit

of 3.2- to 5.9 per cent, respectively. It is possible that the increase in hematocrit
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376 HEAT AND HEMOLYSIS

in this and subsequent experiments did not represent a true swelling of the erythro-

cytes, but rather an inability to pack the malformed erythrocytes by centrifugation

at 3000 r.p.m. This apparent increase in hematocrit occurred simultaneously with

morphologic alteration of the erythrocytes, increased slightly with their progres-

A, tipper left, unheated human defibrinated blood. Other samples heated at a temperature of 48.6

C.; B, tipper right, for minutes; C, lower left, for io minutes; D, lower right, for 30 minutes. Stained

blood films X 1000. (See table i)

sive alteration, and thereafter did not vary in parallel with the increase in osmotic

fragility. This phenomenon was not investigated further.

The first increase in osmotic fragility occurred after still further fragmentation of

erythrocytes and coincidentally with the appearance of significant numbers of

densely staining red cells of various sizes which appeared spheroid in shape in wet

preparations and densely stained in fixed smears, as may be seen in figure iC and

table i (io minutes). Continued fragmentation, as illustrated in figure iD, resulted

in the conversion of the majority of erythrocytes to spheroid cells, occasional
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HAM, SHEN, FLEMING, AND CASTLE 377

“ghosts,” and many polymorphic fragments varying in size from 1-2- microns down

to innumerable minute particles approximately the size of bacteria showing active

Brownian movement in wet preparation. Microscopic examination of the erythro-

cytes in a wet preparation did not reveal Heinz-Ehrlich bodies.’7 ‘ 28

B. CHANGES IN OSMOTIC FRAGILITY OF ERYTHROCYTES PRODUCED BY HEAT

Coincident with the continued fragmentation of erythrocytes, the osmotic fragil-

ity became significantly increased. The production of spheroid erythrocytes was

evident from inspection of wet preparations and from the decrease in diameter and

dense staining of red blood cells in stained preparations. As shown in table i (30

and 6o minutes), the increased osmotic fragility was also associated with a decrease

in the mean diameter of the erythrocytes and an increase in the coefficient of varia-

tion of the diameters. It should be emphasized that progressive fragmentation of

the erythrocytes occurred without significant loss of hemoglobin unless the osmotic

fragility of a portion of the population had increased to such an extent that he-

molysis occurred in concentrations of sodium chloride of from o.8� to i.o grams per

cent. Thus, when the osmotic fragility was normal, the free hemoglobin in the

plasma was less than i per cent of that contained by the cells of the sample; this

was also observed in many instances when both fragmentation and fragility were

greatly increased, as shown in table i and in table 2-. However, with sufficient heat-

ing, the osmotic fragility of the red cells could be so increased as to produce marked

hemolysis of cells in serum or plasma. Thus, “rapid heating” at temperatures of

from � to 6o C. produced up to � per cent hemolysis, at temperatures of from 62-

to 6� C. from 2-2-.5 to 100 per cent hemolysis.

In contrast to the morphologic changes in erythrocytes which were heterogene-

ous and difficult to evaluate quantitatively, the changes in osmotic fragility pro-

duced by heating were definitive and readily measured, as shown in figure 2-. The

change in osmotic fragility caused by a particular temperature and period of heating

was remarkably reproducible for blood samples obtained at the same time or at

different times from normal persons. When different blood samples were heated for

a fixed period of time, a critical temperature was found, above which an increase of

from only 1.0 to i.6 C. produced a phase of rapidly increasing osmotic fragility, as

illustrated in figure 2- and table 2-. Below this critical temperature range, the osmotic

fragility was always found to be normal. For example, rapidly increasing osmotic

fragility values occurred for “rapid heating” between �o.6 and �i.6 C., and for a

period of sixty minutes of heating between approximately 47 and 48.6 C. Moder-

ate and similar increases in osmotic fragility were produced by the following tem-

peratures and periods of heating: at approximately 50.8 C. by “rapid heating,”

and at approximately 49.2-, 49, 48.6, 48.4, and 48 C. by 2-, 5, 10, 30, and 6o minutes

heating, respectively. In order to illustrate the reciprocal relation between the

effects of temperature and the duration of heating sufficient to produce a given in-

crease in osmotic fragility, these data were plotted in two ways in figure 3. The

approximately straight line function between the reciprocal of the absolute tem-

perature and the logarithm of the time (equivalent to the rate), to be seen in figure

3B, suggests the conformity of enzyme reactions or chains of reactions with Ar-
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rhenius’ law.’9 No attempt was made to interpret these data further. Henriques’#{176}

has made a mathematical analysis of experimental time temperature relationships

for thresholds of epidermal injury.

Observations were made of the changes in morphology and osmotic fragility

produced by the heating of blood samples containing abnormally spheroid red cells

from patients with chronic hypochromic anemia and sickle cell anemia, respec-

tively. The results are summarized in table �. In each instance, experimental condi-

tions were arranged so that the heating of the blood sample increased the osmotic

fragility of the red cells to approximately the same final value. The osmotic fra-

gility of the red cells from the patient with congenital hemolytic jaundice was,
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FIG. 2.. OSMOTIC FRAGILITY OF RED BLOOD CELLS OF SAMPLES OF HEATED NORMAL

HUMAN DEFIBRINATED BLOOD

The individual curves represent effects of heating for 2. minutes at temperatures of 49, 49.6, 5o, and

� C. respectively, as indicated.

of course, already increased, and, before heating, stained films showed 3 per cent

of “spherocytes.” With heating, only a moderate degree of fragmentation and

of decrease in mean corpuscular diameter was required to produce the observed

increase in osmotic fragility. On the contrary, for the relatively discoid “flat,”

or “target” cells with initially decreased osmotic fragility, the given degree of

osmotic fragility was reached only after considerable morphologic change had

appeared, indicated by marked decrease in mean corpuscular diameter and increase

in the coefficient of variation of the erythrocyte diameters. Paradoxically, the

temperature required to produce the given degree of morphologic change was greater

for the spheroid than for the discoid cells. Thus, blood from the patient with

congenital hemolytic jaundice required “rapid heating” to 52- C., that from the

patient with sickle cell anemia to 50.6 C., in order to produce the same final value

for osmotic fragility.
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FIG. 3. RELATION BETWEEN TEMPERATURE AND DURATION OF HEATING OF NORMAL HUMAN

DEFIBRINATED BLOOD WHICH CAUSED APPROXIMATELY THE SAME FINAL DEGREE OP

INCREASED OSMOTIC FRAGILITY

A. (left) Duration of heating plotted against temperature. B. (right) The same data plotted as the

logarithm of time (equivalent to log � against the reciprocal of the absolute temperature.

The increase in osmotic fragility that was selected as a basis of comparison was as follows:

Hsm,1y,u, % Toriici:j .xprssssd�s N�Cl, Gm. %

I 0.74

2..5 o,68

5 0.55

10 0.43

50 0.34

75 0.30

95 0.4

The tonicities expressed here represent the average of several determinations or extrapolations of data

falling near the value given.

C. CHANGES PRODUCED BY HEAT AS A PROPERTY OF THE ERYTHROCYTE AND NOT

OF THE MEDIUM

The changes in red blood cells produced by heat were investigated in order to

determine whether the effects were reversible and whether inherent in the erythro-

cyte or dependent upon the presence of plasma or serum. A sample of normal de-
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3 8�. HEAT AND HEMOLYSIS

fibrinated human blood was kept at a temperature of � C. for a period of nine

minutes, producing a marked increase in osmotic fragility. The heated blood and a

sample of unheated blood were then centrifuged and the serums removed and inter-

changed in such amounts as to produce a � per cent suspension of heated cells in

unheated serum, and the reverse. These two mixtures, together with unmanipulated

samples of heated blood and unheated blood were then introduced into separate

2-50 cc. tonometers which were closed and rotated slowly for two hours in an incu-

bator at 37.5 C. There was no change in the abnormally increased osmotic fragility

of the heated red cells produced by the fresh unheated serum and no significant

hemolysis or increase in the osmotic fragility of the unheated cells suspended in the

100

90

80

.0 09 08 0.7 06 0.5 04 03

TONICITY EXPRESSED AS NACL GM. PER CENT

Fio. ,, OSMoTIc FRAGILITY OF RED BLOOD CELLS IN MIXTURES OP HEATED AND UNHEATED

NORMAL HUMAN DEFIBRINATED BLOOD

N, unheated sample; lOG (per cent b�- volume of blood), after rapid heating to � C.; io-8o, mixtures

of varying proportions of the heated sample (io-8o per cent by volume) with the unheated sample.

heated serum. When mixtures of from 10 to 8o per cent by volume of heated blood

exhibiting increased osmotic fragility were made with normal blood, the resulting

osmotic fragility curves showed the values to be expected from such a mixed popu-

lation (fig. 4).

In another experiment, a sample of plasma (containing sodium citrate �oo mg.

per soc cc.) and of serum were heated at �6 C. for two minutes and for thirty min-

utes, respectively. The precipitated fibrin was then removed from the heated

plasma by centrifugation. Five per cent suspensions of unheated red cells were then

made in each and were incubated in tonometers as described above, for the same

time as unheated samples of whole citrated and defibrinated blood. No significant

changes occurred in the osmotic fragility or degree of hemolysis of any of the six

samples.

The effect of different mediums on the increases in osmotic fragility of red cells
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HAM, SHEN, FLEMING, AND CASTLE 383

caused by heat was investigated. Whole blood containing heparin, i�o mg. per soc

cc., defibrinated blood, and red cells from defibrinated blood washed and resus-

pended in isotonic salt solution, were heated for ten minutes in separate test tubes

under identical conditions. At 48.8 C., a moderate and similar increase in osmotic

fragility was produced in each. At 49.6 C., however, the red cells in isotonic saline

showed a somewhat greater increase in fragility and a significantly greater degree of

hemolysis, i.e., i6 per cent, compared to 2- and i per cent, respectively, for the other

two samples. Similarly, washed red cells suspended in isotonic saline, when heated

up to 53 C. in three minutes, showed a greater increase in osmotic fragility than did

the red cells from defibrinated blood that was treated similarly. Hemolysis of the

red cells in isotonic saline was 34 per cent, but only 2- per cent in defibrinated blood.

However, when the red cells of the heated defibrinated blood sample were washed

and resuspended in isotonic saline, they exhibited the same increase in osmotic

fragility as those originally heated in suspension in saline. In contrast to heparin,

sodium citrate, ��omg. per soc cc., when used as anticoagulant for whole blood or

when added to defibrinated blood caused a significantly greater increase in fragility

and in hemolysis when the samples were heated than was observed with heated de-

fibrinated blood. The possible effect of other salts was not investigated.

The increase in osmotic fragility of the red cells was not accompanied by any

significant change in the nonprotein nitrogen concentration of heated defibrinated

blood or of erythrocytes washed and suspended in isotonic sodium chloride solu-

tion. There was no production of methemoglobin or sulphemoglobin. The hydro-

gen ion concentration of the suspension of red cells, as measured by the glass

electrode, was not materially changed for heated whole blood containing heparin

or sodium citrate 2-50 mg. per Icc cc., for defibrinated blood, or for erythrocytes

washed and suspended in isotonic saline.

D. EQUILIBRIUM VOLUMES OF HEATED ERYTHROCYTES

The equilibrium volume of erythrocytes (hematocrit) from samples of normal

and heated human defibrinated blood was tested by a modification of the method of

Castle and Daland3’ who emphasize the fact that differences in osmotic fragility of

different types of erythrocytes are not explained by differences in strictly osmotic

properties, but rather by differences in the shape of red cells. The purpose of these

experiments was to determine what alterations, if any, were produced by heat in

the permeability of the membrane of the red cell or in the osmotic activity of its

contents. Because no striking changes in the hematocrit of samples of defibrinated

blood were noted to occur as a result of heat, such effects appeared to be minimal.
Aliquot samples of human defibrinatcd blood were heated rapidly to 49.6 and

�o.6 C., thus producing a slight and an extreme increase in osmotic fragility, re-

spectively, as shown in table 4. Then 1.0 cc. amounts of these two samples and of an

unheated aliquot were mixed with i.o cc. amounts of solutions of sodium chloride

ranging in concentration from 0.51 to i .7 grams per cent. After mixing, the hema-

tocrit of each sample was determined. Then the percentage difference between that

value and the value obtained when the sample was mixed with sodium chloride

solution o.8� grams per cent was computed. The tonicities of the mixtures of serum
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384 HEAT AND HEMOLYSIS

and salt solution were calculated, assuming the serum tonicity to be isotonic with

0.85 grams per cent sodium chloride solution. In the experiment shown in table 4,

the original red cell volume was 48, the serum volume 52. per cent. The hematocrit

readings were probably only approximate in accuracy because of the polymorphic

nature of the heated red cells. Moreover, because of their increased osmotic fragil-

ity a significant portion of the heated red blood cells hemolyzed in the hypotonic

mixtures of sodium chloride. In the hypertonic solutions, however, hemolysis did

TABLE 4.-Change in Equilibrium Volume of Unheated and Heated Normal Defibrinated Human Blood

Mixed With an Equal Volume of Hvpotonic or Hypertonic Solutions of Sodium Chloride and

Compared to the Hematocrit in Isotonic Sodium Chloride

Calcu-
lated to-

nicity’
of mix-

Concentration of � Control unheated Rapid Heating to 49.6 C. Rapid Heating to 50.6 C,
solution of NaCI, and

Gm.%mixed XaCI
with blood solu-

�tion, cx-
pressed _________________ ____________________________ ___________________________

� � � Hematocrit Hematocrit

(_� % % %

1.7 1.41 19.0 -2.0.! 19.0 -19.5 19.1 -2.0.4

1.36 1.19 2.0.2. “15.8 2.0.1 -14.8 2.1.0 -11.5

1.19 1.08 2.1.0 -12.5 2.1.7 -8.o 2.1.7 - 9.6
1.02. 0.96 2.2.0 -8.3 2.2.3 -5.5 2.1.9 -4.6

o.8� o.8� 2.4.0 0 2.3.6 0 2.4.0 0

(isotonic)

o.68 0.74 2.5.1 +4.6 2.5.6 +6.8 Hemolysis2.+

Hemolysis ±

0.51 0.63 2.7.2. +13.3 Hemolysis + Hemolysis 3+

Tonicity as NaCI Gm. %

Osmoticfragility, I .45 .79 .8i

Hemolysis, % � � .62. .77

10 .37 .44 .76

50 .33 .34 .59

75 .32. .2.6 .39

* Serum was considered to have a tonicity equivalent to NaCI, o.8� Gm. per cent.

not occur and the percentage decrease in hematocrit was roughly the same for the

heated and unheated sample. This indicates that, as with red cells of naturally oc-

curring different osmotic fragilities, the strictly osmotic behavior (percentage

change in equilibrium volume with change in tonicity of suspension medium) of

the heated red cells did not differ significantly from that of the normal red cells.

E. EFFECT ON HEATED ERYTHROCYTES OF SUBSEQUENT INCUBATION AT 37.5 C.

Samples of normal human and dog defibrinated blood were so heated as to pro-

duce a moderate increase in osmotic fragility. Then 6 cc. amounts of heated and un-
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HAM, SHEN, FLEMING, AND CASTLE 385

heated samples of each were incubated in 2-50 cc. tonometers with slow rotation at

37.5 C. for periods of 4, 8, or 10 hours. A significant increase occurred in the os-

motic fragility of the heated, compared to the unheated, samples of dog blood. The

increases in the osmotic fragility of the heated human red cells were minimal even

after ten hours, as were those of the unheated controls. This corresponds with pre-

vious observations32 ‘ D upon the sterile incubation of normal and pathologic hu-

man blood and indicates, apparently, an increased susceptibility of the heated dog

red cells to such incubation.

F. CHANGES IN MECHANICAL FRAGILITY OF ERYTHROCYTES PRODUCED BY HEAT

The mechanical fragility of samples of both heated and unheated human and dog

blood was determined. For example, samples of defibrinated dog blood were sub-

jected to ‘ ‘rapid heating’ ‘ at 49.8, 52-8, and 54 C. Immediately thereafter, the

hematocrit and osmotic fragility of each of the heated bloods were determined.

The hematocrits of the unheated samples were adjusted by removal of serum to

equal those of the samples exposed to the highest temperature. The hematocrits of

the other heated samples were not adjusted in each experiment. The mechanical

fragility of a given sample was taken as the percentage of its hemoglobin liberated

by standardized trauma from glass beads rolling in a rotating tonometer.2#{176}

Heating of blood that was just insufficient to cause increase in osmotic fragility

had no detectable effect on mechanical fragility. However, the effect of sufficient

heat was to produce progressive increases in both the osmotic and mechanical fra-

gilities of the erythrocytes. The increase in mechanical fragility was roughly pro-

portional to the increase in osmotic fragility. Thus, for example, as may be seen

from figure 5, rapid heating to temperatures of 52-.8 and �4 C. caused the mechani-

cal fragility of a sample of dog blood to increase-from a control value of 7.0 per

cent to 2-0.2- and 31.5 per cent, respectively. A temperature of 52-.2. C. caused the

mechanical fragility of a sample of human blood to increase from a control value of

3.9 per cent to 16.3 per cent (no figure shown).

Continuous trauma of heated defibrinated human or dog blood for periods of

from three to eight hours apparently did not destroy selectively those red cells that

showed the greatest increase in osmotic fragility. This was evidenced by observa-

tion of the curve of osmotic fragility at frequent intervals while hemolysis from

trauma was progressing. With human blood there was no evident change in shape

of the osmotic fragility curve to indicate alteration of all or selective destruction of

any particular portion of tFe cell population. On the contrary, samples of defibrin-

ated dog blood that were heated sufficiently to produce increased osmotic and me-

chanical fragility of the red cells when subjected to continuous trauma for fifty

minutes or at intervals for three hours, showed a significant uniform and progres-

sive increase in osmotic fragility as the hemolysis from trauma increased. It was as-

sumed, as a hypothesis without further investigation, that the progressive increase

in osmotic fragility resulting from the continuing trauma of heated dog blood

might be the result of an increase in the degree of fragmentation of the red cells al-

ready initiated by heat.
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386 HEAT AND HEMOLYSIS

EFFECT OF INJECTION OF HEATED ERYTHROCYTES INTO DOGS

In previous observations’ on patients with thermal burns, hemoglobinemia and

hemoglobinuria were found. It is clear from the preceding experiments that, in

blood samples heated in vitro, striking increases in both osmotic and mechanical
fragilities of the red cells were demonstrated. In order to determine whether such

red cells would be readily destroyed in vivo, blood was removed from normal dogs,

heated, and injected into the same animal.

In the several experiments, 8 healthy dogs in the fasting state, weighing from 12-

to i8 Kg., were bled, using sterile precautions, from the jugular or femoral veins

DOG BLOOD

TEMPtRATURE MECHANICAL

DEGREES FRAGILITY
CENTIGRADE PER CENT

UNHEATED
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I
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TONICITY EXPRESSED AS NACL GM. PER CENT

FIG. 5. OssloTIc AND MECHANICAL FRAGILITIES OF RED BLOOD CELLS OF DOGS DEFIBRINATED BLOOD

AFTER - ‘RAPID HEATING” TO 49.8, 51.8, AND 54.0 C., RESPECTIVELY, AS INDICATED

from � to � of their blood volume, as estimated from their body weight.3’ The

blood was defibrinated or citrated as drawn. In Dogs I4Ind �, ether anesthesia with

an open cone was used briefly during the venesection. Immediately after the bleed-

ing, an equal volume of isotonic sodium chloride solution containing 40 cc. of

molar sodium lactate was injected intravenously. The blood sample removed was

treated as described below and later injected intravenously into the same animal.

Thereafter, the animal was given food and water ad libitum. Samples of venous

blood were taken at frequent intervals, before and after the injection, with pre-

cautions to prevent hemolysis of the samples by trauma.24 On these samples

were determined especially the morphology and osmotic fragility of the erythro-

cytes, the plasma hemoglobin1’ and the hematocrit. In experiments on Dogs 6, �,
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HAM, SHEN, FLEMING, AND CASTLE 387

and 8 the mechanical fragility of the red cells was also determined. All urine

samples were collected. The rectal temperature was recorded at frequent intervals.

Dog z received his own red cells which were heated in serum and then u’ashed and resuspended in saline, as described

below, in order to eliminate any potential hemolytic or toxic factor contained in the heated serum. From Dog I,

weighing Il Kg., approximately � of the calculated blood volume, 2.50 CC., was withdrawn, defibrinated,

heated in a water bath at � C. , during a period of twelve and one-half minutes required for the temperature

of the blood to reach 51.2. C. The sample was then immediately cooled to body temperature, centrifuged,

the serum discarded, and the red cells washed three times with 2. volumes of hypertonic (i .2.75 grams

DOG I.

TONICITY EXPRESSED AS NACL GM. PER CENT

FIG, 6. DOG I. EFFECT OF INTRAVENOUS INJECTION OF WASHED RED BLOOD CELLS PROM 2.50 CC.

HEATED DEPIBRINATED Don’s BLOOD UPON Os�inonc FRAGILITY OF CIRCULATING

RED BLOOD CELLS

Curve i, Washed red cells before intravenous injection. Curve 2., immediately after injection. Curve

3, after 2. hours. Curve 4, after � hours. Curve �, after 41 hours. See also figure �. Note that approximately

30 per cent of the red cell population was abnormal immediately after injection (curve 2.). Subsequently

the osmotically fragile red cells progressively disappeared.

per cent), sodium chloride solution. After the red cells were resuspended, at their original hematocrit,

in the hypertonic saline, they exhibited an extreme increase in osmotic fragility as shown in curve

in figure 6. Immediately after the intravenous injection of the suspension, the animal’s venous blood

showed a mixed red blood cell population with approximately 30 per cent of cells of markedly increased

osmotic fragility and 70 per cent of normal cells, as indicated in curve 2. in figure 6. This type of osmotic

fragility curve resembled that occurring in artificial mixtures of heated and unheated blood, as illustrated

in figure 4. The subsequent osmotic fragility curves showed gradual disappearance of the abnormally

fragile cells during eighteen hours after injection. Immediately after the injection of the heated blood,

although no free hemoglobin was detectable in the suspension of washed red cells injected, a large amount

of hemoglobin was noted in the animal’s plasma and later hemoglobinuria appeared, as shown in figure 7.

The maximum value for plasma hemoglobin was 1.67 grams per 100 cc.; that for urine hemoglobin was
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388 HEAT AND HEMOLYSIS

1.0 grams per cent. Only 6.4 grams of hemoglobin were recovered in the urine from approximately 40

grams of hemoglobin that was injected. There was no significant loss in the collection of urine specimens.

Dog 2 received his own red cells which were first washed and resuspended in saline and then heated in order to

eliminate any effects of the plasma upon the red cells during the process of heating. From Dog 2., weighing 18 Kg.,

approximately �, of the calculated blood volume, 340 cc., was withdrawn into 2.0 cc. of a solution of ii
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INJECTION HOURS DAYS

FIG. 7. DOG I. EFFECT OF INTRAVENOUS INJECTION OP WASHED RED BLOOD CELLS FROM 2.50 CC.

HEATED DEFIBRINATED DOG’S BLOOD

The injected red cells exhibited the marked increase in osmotic fragility shown in the upper left’

hand corner of the figure. Note the immediate maximal hemoglobinemia and subsequent hemoglobinuria

despite the absence of free hemoglobin in the red cell suspension injected; and the rapid disappearance

of the osmotically fragile cells.

grams per cent sodium citrate, making a final concentration of o.6 grams of sodium citrate per zoo cc. of

blood. The sample ss-as centrifuged, the plasma discarded, and the red cells washed three times with

three times their volume of isotonic, o.8� grams per cent, sodium chloride solution. The red cells, re-

suspended at their original hematocrit in isotonic saline, were then heated in a �oo cc. Erlenmeyer flask

with gentle agitation in a water bath at � C. for two periods of heating, first to a temperature of 51.5,

requiring seven and one-half minutes, and second to a temperature of 51.7 C. requiring seven and one

fourth minutes. This heating produced a large increase in osmotic fragility and caused hemolysis of 7
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FIG. 8. DOG 2.. EFFECT OF INTRAVENOUS INJECTION OF WASHED HEATED RED BLOOD CELLS FROM

340 CC. OF CITRATED Don’s BLOOD

HAM, SHEN, FLEMING, AND CASTLE 389

per cent of the red cells. Immediately after injection of this suspension, the animal’s venous blood showed

a mixed population containing approximately i� per cent of red cells of extremely increased osmotic
fragility which disappeared progressively within seven hours, as shown in figure 8. Stained smears

showed 8 per cent of ‘� spherocytes” immediately after injection without evidence of the numerous small

red cell fragments observed in the blood after it was heated in vitro. Apparently, these fragments were

As shown in the upper left-hand corner of figure, the injected red cells exhibited marked increase in

osmotic fragility. Note the prompt and progressive hemoglobinemia and hemoglobinuria accompanied

by the rapid removal of the osmotically fragile cells.

rapidly removed in the animal, leaving spheroid erythrocytes which disappeared progressively from the

blood stream coincident with the decreasing osmotic fragility. The maximum concentration of hemo-

globin in the plasma was i.6� grams per zoo cc., the maximum in the urine was 2.10 grams per cent. Of

approximately � grams injected, a total of 16.4 grams of hemoglobin was recovered in the urine.

Dog 3 received heated whole defibrinated blood. From Dog 3, weighing ii Kg., approximately * of the

calculated blood volume, z6o cc., was removed, defibrinated, and heated in a water bath at 54.2. C. for

two periods of heating, first to a temperature of 5i.8 C. requiring ten minutes, and second, to a temper-

ature of 53.2. C. requiring four and one-half minutes. This heating produced a large increase in osmotic
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FIG. 9. Doo 3. EFFECT OF INTRAVENOUS INJECTION OF i6o CC. OF HEATED DEFIBRINATED

390 HEAT AND HEMOLYSIS

fragility and 7 per cent of the red cells were hemolyzed. Immediately after injection, approximately

to per cent of the animal’s red cells showed a marked increase in osmotic fragility and 8.6 per cent of the

cells in the stained smear were identified as “spherocytes.” No red cell filaments were seen. The pro-

portion of cells showing increased fragility and spheroidicity decreased to � per cent one-half hour after

injection and to approximately z per cent two hours after injection. As shown in figure 9, the maximum

Don’s BLOOD

As shown in the upper left-hand corner of the figure, the injected red cells exhibited marked increase

in osmotic fragility. Note the prompt and progressive hemoglobinemia and hemoglobinuria accom-

panied by rapid removal of the osmotically fragile cells.

concentration of hemoglobin in the plasma was 6io mg. per ioo cc. three hours after the injection; the

maximum in the urine svas�omg. per ioo cc. Of approximately 2.ograms injected, a total of 3.1 grams of

hemoglobin was recovered in the urine.

These three animals, Dogs z, 2., and 3, showed a copious diuresis of from Soo to z�oo cc. of urine

during the period of hemoglobinuria which lasted from thirty to forty-eight hours after injection. The

urine pH varied from 6.� to 8.3 but was usually alkaline. The animals developed no general reaction

and no azotemia. One animal only, Dog 2., showed a rise in temperature (� degrees F.) during a period

of from one to seven hours after the injection. The animals showed an increase in leucocyte count which

reached a maximum of from 2.7,600 to 39,000 in from twenty-one to forty-two hours after injection of
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HAM, SHEN, FLEMING, AND CASTLE 391

the heated blood samples. A moderate increase in the number of reticulated red cells of from 2. tO 9 per

cent, occurred in from four to six days after injection of the heated blood.

As a control experiment, Dog � received blood heated insufficiently to cause increase in osmotic fragility. From

Dog 4, weighing Il Kg., approximately � of the calculated blood volume, 2.50 cc., was removed, de-

fibrinated, heated in a liter Erlenmeyer flask with agitation in a water bath at 50.5 C. for a period of

nine minutes when the temperature of the blood reached �o C. It was then cooled to room temperature.

This heating caused no change in osmotic fragilit�’. The intravenous injection of the blood caused, as
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FIG. JO. Don 4. NEGATIVE EFFECT UPON OSMOTIC FRAGILITY OF CIRCULATING RED BLOOD CELLS OF

INTRAVENOUS INJECTION OF 2.50 CC. OF DEFIBRINATED DoG’s BLOOD HEATED JUST INSUFFICIENTLY

TO CAUSE CHANGES IN OSMOTIC FRAGILITY

shown in figure so, no change in the osmotic fragility of the erythrocytes in the animal’s blood stream,

no apparent destruction of red blood cells, and no hemoglobinemia or hemoglobinuria.

In another control experiment, Dog 5 received only plasma obtained from heated blood showing increased osmotic

fragility of the erythrocytes. From Dog �, weighing i� Kg., approximately � of the calculated blood volume,

300 CC., was removed into sufficient ii per cent sodium citrate solution to make a final concentration of

0.4 grams per zoo cc. of blood. This sample was heated in a �oo cc. Erlenmeyer flask with gentle agitation

in a water bath at 54.5, then � C. for two periods of heating, first, to a temp:rature of � C. for

the blood, requiring eight minutes, and second, to a temperature of 53.8 C., requiring six minutes. A

maximum increase in the osmotic fragility and hemolvsis of 7 per cent of the red cells was produced.

the heated blood was then cooled, centrifuged for one hour at 3000 r.p.m., the plasma removed, and
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392. HEAT AND HEMOLYSIS

At this point in the investigation the mechanical fragility of the heated red blood cells was recognized

as a possible important mechanism to account for their prompt destruction in vivo. Accordingly, in

the red blood cells and precipitated fibrin discarded. The plasma, 12.0 cc., was red, contained 72.5 mg. of
hemoglobin per zoo cc. and was opaque due to its content of masses of particulate matter of approximately

the size of bacteria. These particles did not appear to be fibrin which was removed in the sediment, but
probably were filaments of red blood cells which were always seen after heating defibrinated blood or

red cells suspended in serum or isotonic salt solution. Following intravenous injection of the plasma,

as shown in figure ii, there was no change in the osmotic fragility of the dog’s red cells and no decrease
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Fi;. ii. DoG 5. NEGATIVE EFFECT UPON OSMOTIC FRAGILITY OF CIRCULATING RED BLOOD CELLS

OF 1NTRAVEN0US INJECTION OF PLASMA FROM 300 CC. OF HEATED CITRATED DoG’s BLOOD

As indicated in the upper left-hand corner of the figure, the discarded red blood cells showed a marked

increase in osmotic fragility. The moderate immediate rise in plasma hemoglobin is due entirely to the

plasma injected which contained 72.5 mg. of hemoglobin per zoo cc.

in the hematocrit subsequent to that produced immediately by discarding approximately � of the animal’s

erythrocytes. The maximum level of hemoglobin in the plasma which was obtained immediately after

the injection was 84 mg. per 100 cc. and can be accounted for entirely as derived from the hemoglobin

contained in the injected plasma. There was copious excretion of urine containing only a trace of hemo-

globin following the injection of the approximately 870 mg. of hemoglobin contained in the heated

plasma.
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Dogs 6, 7rEDd 8, observations were made of both the osmotic and mechanical fragiities of the blood

heated in vitro and of blood samples obtained from the dog after the injection of the heated blood.
Dog 6 received heated whole defibrinated blood, From Dog 6, weighing 14 Kg., approximately � of the

calculated blood volume, 33� cc., was withdrawn and defibrinated. Of this sample, 2.2.7 cc., or about �

of the animal’s blood volume, was heated in a water bath at � .� C., requiring six and two thirds minutes

to reach a temperature of 53 C. Determination of the osmotic fragility of the heated blood showed
significantly increased values as follows : i per cent hemolysis in o.�o; zo per cent in 0.83 50 per cent in

0.44; and 75 per cent in 0.38 grams per cent solution of sodium chloride. The mechanical fragility of the

heated sample was a.6 per cent compared to 3 .2. per cent for an unheated control portion. Immediately

after injection of the heated blood, approximately 2.0 per cent of the animal’s red cells showed increase

in osmotic fragility and io per cent of cells were identified as ‘ ‘spherocytes,’ ‘ a value which decreased to

1.7 per cent at the end of twenty-four hours. The mechanical fragility of the animal’s blood was 2.6.9

per cent. One-half hour after the injection, the mechanical fragility was elevated to the maximum figure

of 6� per cent and thereafter gradually decreased to normal by the end of forty-eight hours. The hemo-

globin in the plasma was greatest three hours after the injection, 68� mg. per ion cc. ; the maximum

concentration in the urine was �8 mg. per ion cc. Of approximately 30 Gm. injected, a total of o.�8 Gm.

of hemoglobin was recovered in the urine. No figure is shown for this experiment.

Because of the unexplained extreme elevation of the mechanical fragility of the blood of Dog 6 after

injection of the heated defibrinated blood, the experiment was repeated.

Dog 7 received heated whole defibrinated blood. From Dog 7, weighing i6.8 Kg., approximately � of the

calculated blood volume, 345 CC., was withdrawn and defibrinated. Of this sample, 2.65 CC. was heated

in a water bath at � to a temperature of �3 .5 C. which required a period of four and one third minutes.

This heating produced a large increase in osmotic fragility as follows: i per cent hemolysis in o.95;

Jo per cent in 0.89; 50 in 0.82.; and � in 0.75 grams per cent solution of sodium chloride. During heating,

4.2. per cent of the red cells were hemolyzed. The mechanical fragility of the sample was 31 per cent

compared to 3 .9 per cent for an unheated portion. Immediately after injection of � cc. of the heated

blood, amounting to about i� per cent of the animal’s blood volume, approximately 12. per cent of the

red blood cells showed extreme increase in osmotic fragility. Six and six-tenths per cent of the cells

were identified as “spherocytes,” a value which decreased to 0.4 per cent by the end of four hours. The

mechanical fragility of the animal’s blood, which was 7.1 per cent immediately after injection, reached

a maximum figure of 2.0 per cent at the end of four hours and declined to normal by twenty-four hours.

The maximum concentration of hemoglobin in the plasma, 2.03 mg. per zoo cc., occurred one and one-half

hours after the injection; the maximum in the urine was 2.54 mg. per zoo cc. Hemoglobinuria was observed

for a period of twenty-four hours, but the total amount excreted is not available. No figure is shown for

this experiment.

In Dog 8, three sets of observations were made on three consecutive days.

On Day z, the animal, weighing 9.6 Kg., was bled about � of the calculated blood volume, 42.5 cc.,

which was at once replaced by the intravenous injection of an equal volume of physiologic salt solution.

The blood sample was defibrinated, centrifuged, the serum removed, the red cells suspended in 50 CC.

of physiologic salt solution, and both the serum and red cells stored in the ice box. The venesection

and injection of the saline produced no change in osmotic fragility, no hemoglobinemia or hemoglo-

binuria. Likewise, as shown in figure Il, there was no change in the mechanical fragility of the animal’s

blood.

On Day 2, 130 cc. of serum from the animal was heated in a water bath at 56.4 C. to reach a temperature

of 53.5 C. after two and three-fourths minutes. Following injection of the serum, there was no change

in osmotic fragility, no hemoglobinemia, no hemoglobinuria, and, as shown in figure 12., no change

in the mechanical fragility of the animal’s circulating red cells. During Days i and 2., the decrease in the

level of the hematocrit of the animal’s blood was consistent with the amount of red cells removed and

the serum that was replaced.

On Day �, 2.70 cc. of the packed red cells, drawn on Day i, were suspended in physiologic saline and

heated in a water bath at 55.6 C. to reach a temperature of 52. C. after ten and one sixth minutes. This

heating produced the marked increase in the osmotic fragility of the red cells shown in the upper right

hand corner of figure ii. It caused an elevation of the mechanical fragility of the red cell suspension to

27.3 per cent. Immediately after the injection of the heated suspension of red cells, approximately 2.5
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394 HEAT AND HEMOLYSIS

per cent of the circulating red cells exhibited a striking increase in osmotic fragility. Eight per cent of the

cells were identified as spherocytes,” a value which decreased to o.8 per cent twenty-four hours after

the injection. As shown in figure 12., the mechanical fragility of the blood sample withdrawn immediately

FIG. ii. DoG 8. COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF REMOVAL OF BLOOD AND INJECTION OF PHYSIOLOGIC

SALT SOLUTION (DAY z), INTRAVENOUS INJECTION OF HEATED DOG SERUM (DAY 2.), AND

INTRAVENOUS INJECTION OF HEATED WASHED RED BLOOD CELLS (DAY 3)

Day I: Note negative effective on mechanical fragility of removal of 42.5 CC. of blood by venesection

and injection of an equal volume of physiologic salt solution.

Day i: Note negative effect on mechanical fragility of injection of 130 cc. of heated serum.

Day �: Note increases in osmotic and mechanical fragilities of red cells and progressive early hemo.

globinemia resulting from intravenous injection of 2.70 cc. of heated red cells suspended in physiologic

saline. The osmotic fragility of the heated red cells before injection is shown in the upper right-hand

corner of the chart.

after the injection was iz.8 per cent, and this increased to 38 and 39 per cent two to three hours, re-

spectively, later. Thereafter, the mechanical fragility fell rapidly during the next two hours and returned

to normal by forty-eight hours after the injection. The maximum concentration of hemoglobin in the

plasma, i.o Gm. per cent, occurred at the end of five hours. There was manifest hemoglobinuria during

Day 3, which disappeared twenty-four hours after the injection.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RED CELLS IN A CASE OF FATAL THERMAL BURNS

Observations have already been reported1 on 14 patients with moderate or severe

thermal burns. Similar observations are reported by Brown.’4’ 15 In the present

study, the characteristics of the red blood cells were investigated with particular
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FIG. 53. CASE 15. OSMOTIC AND MECHANICAL FRAGILITIES OF RED BLOOD CELLS AND PLASMA

HEMOGLOBIN IN A PATIENT WITH A FATAL THERMAL BURN

Note the initial elevation and the subsequent simultaneous and progressive decline towards normal

of these elevated values.

reference to their mechanical fragility in an additional instance of fatal thermal

burns. The patient, Case 15 in the series*, was a 45 year old male who was admitted

to the Boston City Hospital one half hour after receiving second and third degree

burns of approximately 75 per cent of the skin area. He received prompt and con-

tinuing treatment, including the administration of 3950 cc. of pooled plasma and

1050 cc. of pooled serum during the sixteen hours before his death. The patient

showed moderate hemoconcentration, hemoglobinemia, and hemoglobinuria, bitt

no azotemia. The results of the examinations of the blood are shown in figure 13.

* Cases 1-54 were reported previously.1
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396 HEAT AND HEMOLYSIS

Two hours after the burn, the osmotic fragility of approximately 2.0 per cent of the

red cells was markedly increased. Ten per cent of the red cells were identified as

I ‘spherocytes,’ ‘ a value which persisted for i8 hours. The mechanical fragility of

the red cells initially was increased to 8.� per cent and had decreased by the end of

i8 hours to approximately half of its original value. The maximum concentration

of hemoglobin in the plasma was observed to be 306 mg. per ioo cc. about five

hours after the burn.

DISCUSSION

It has been demonstrated here and elsewhere’ ‘ � ‘ 8 that blood heated under the

conditions described above shows progressive division of the erythrocytes with the

formation of numerous spheroid cells of various sizes together with an increase in

osmotic fragility. The present experiments demonstrate an increase in the mechani-

cal fragility of the red cells and the remarkable fact that subdivision may be ac-

complished without loss of cell contents, i.e., without hemolysis. The mechanism

by which heat causes this fragmentation is unknown. However, two aspects of the

problem are considered here : first, the relation of repeated red blood cell division to

increased osmotic and mechanical fragilities; and, second, the mechanism of de-

struction of such red blood cells in vivo.

With regard to the nature of the cell division induced by heat, it was repeatedly

noted that, under appropriate conditions, considerable division of the red blood

cells could occur in plasma, serum, or isotonic salt solution without the liberation

of any appreciable amount of hemoglobin. As most modern observers consider the

erythrocyte to consist of a distinct membrane surrounding a liquid interior, its

division, without loss of hemoglobin, implies that this process was accomplished

without loss of continuity of the envelope of either parent or daughter form, even

at the point of their separation. That the cell contents were not altered by heating in

such a way as to have prevented their escape in the presence of a defect in the cell

envelope is shown by the fact that hemoglobin left the cells whenever, with suffi-

cient heating, any of them became so fragile as to be ruptured by isotonic salt solu-

tion or when heated blood was mechanically traumatized. Moreover, in distilled

water total hemolysis occurred as usual.

Despite the striking morphologic phenomena of cell division, the osmotic activ-

ity of the cell contents was not materially changed by heat. This was shown by the

fact that the process of heating blood caused only a slight apparent increase in the

red cell volume (hematocrit) in plasma, possibly due in large part to difficulty in

packing the new irregular forms in the centrifuge. This observation also indicates

that the permeability of the membrane of the heated red cells was not significantly

altered with respect to plasma electrolytes. That it remained relatively normal for

sodium chloride and water was demonstrated by the parallel reductions in equilib-

rium volumes (hematocrit) of normal and heated red cells when suspended in hy-

pertonic solutions of sodium chloride. As already reported32 for normal blood,

heated dog red cells exhibited progressive increases in volume and in osmotic fra-

gility on sterile incubation at � C. These facts indicate that the parent and
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HAM, SHEN, FLEMING, AND CASTLE 397

daughter cells produced by division do not behave osmotically in a significantly

different fashion from normal red cells at least under the conditions of the present

experiments. It should be mentioned in passing that the erythrocyte serves as a

convenient biologic form for the quantitative evaluation of thermal injury.

Thus, from the evidence available, it appears that the process of red cell division

caused by heat results largely in morphologic changes tending on the average to-

ward an increase in spheroidicity. The causal relation of increased spheroidicity

to increased osmotic fragility of the red cells ofcertain animal species and pathologic

conditions in man has already been pointed out.3’ ‘ � Castle and Daland3’ showed

that red cells of widely differing osmotic fragilities exhibited entirely similar per-

centage increases in equilibrium volumes when suspended in plasma diluted with

water to various tonicities. Consequently they were able to infer, from calculation

of the cell surface area, that for each type of red cell the percentage difference be-

tween the discoidal volume in isotonic solution and that of a sphere, with a surface

area equal to that of the discoid form, provides a measure of its osmotic fragility.

The osmotic fragility of a red cell is thus an index of the amount of swelling that

can occur in hypotonic solutions before the discoid form becomes spherical. The

sphere is the critical form, as it contains the greatest volume within the least sur-

face. A further increase in volume inevitably involves increase in surface. Experi-

mentally, this results in the escape of the contents of the red cell including the

hemoglobin, presumably as a result of rupture of the plastic but relatively inelastic

cell membrane.

The effect of heat on red cells was patently to cause division and it was also noted

that many of the divided forms appeared to be “spherocytes” of various sizes.

Recollection that the evidence cited above indicates that the strictly osmotic char-

acteristics (not the “osmotic fragility”) of the red cells did not appear to be sig-
nificantly modified by heat, invites a theoretic consideration of the geometric

implications of multiple subdivision of a discoid object with a membrane enclosing

liquid contents without increase in either the volume or the surface area and without loss of

cell contents. Obviously division of an object does not increase the combined vol-

umes of the new forms produced. However, the first division will result in an in-

crease of their combined surface area. Since increase in surface is either entirely

contrary to or becomes a limiting factor in the apparent experimental conditions, an

economy of the surface to volume ratio must be effected. The shape having the

greatest economy of surface for its volume is the sphere. Consequently, each cell divi-

sion must involve a progressive approach to the spherical shape for one or both new elements.

If, as appeared under the microscope, some small elements are formed consisting

largely of surface, the parent object must have been even more effectively deprived

of surface compared to volume. After the spherical form is reached, a further divi-

sion will be impossible without stretching of the cell membrane. In this circum-

stance, escape of cell contents including hemoglobin is inevitable. The average

effect of red cell division by heat is thus to produce spheroid cells which, for the

reasons given, either rupture in the process of further division or are easily ruptured

in hypotonic solutions. This provides an adequate explanation of the greater
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398 HEAT AND HEMOLYSIS

effectiveness of heat in causing an increase in osmotic fragility (approach to spheri-

cal form) of the initially more nearly spherical cells of congenital hemolytic jaun-

dice.

For the geometric reasons just discussed, it is believed that heated red blood cells

may also exhibit increased fragility to mechanical trauma under standardized con-

ditions. It cannot be denied, however, that a part of or even the major cause of the

increase in mechanical fragility of the heated red cells is a decrease in the inherent

strength of the cell envelope. The coincidence of increased osmotic and mechanical

fragilities of red cells which has been observed after heating, and as a result of cer-

tam other experimental conditions reported elsewhere,20 nevertheless suggests the

possibility of a common basis for both, namely, the spheroid shape of the erythro-

cyte. A red cell may be so nearly spherical that a slight increase in volume induced

by osmotic means will rupture the cell membrane. If this spheroid red cell received

the impact of a glass bead it will become momentarily less nearly spherical. This

change, however, will require, according to the laws of geometry, more surface to

cover the same volume and may result in rupture of the cell membrane. A risk to the

continued integrity of the surface of the red cell from mechanical trauma is thus

seen to be created by the same critical surface-volume ratio for the red cell that de-

termines its osmotic fragility. Correspondingly, fewer nearly spherical cells will

successfully withstand the deformity of trauma. Indeed, the considerable deformity

imposed upon red blood cells in traversing small capillaries makes the biologic

value of the discoid form clearly apparent.

The second problem for discussion is the mechanism of the destruction of the red

blood cells in patients with thermal burns. It was demonstrated that heating dog’s

blood insufficiently (�o C.) to cause change in osmotic fragility caused no change in
mechanical fragility and did not produce increased blood destruction when these

erythrocytes were injected into the dog. Similar observations are reported’7 for

animals heated to a temperature of 47 C. in hot water. Also, plasma obtained from

heated dog’s blood, showing a large increase in the osmotic fragility of the erythro-

cytes, caused no hemolysis or change in the osmotic or mechanical fragilities of the

circulating red blood cells when the plasma was injected intravenously. When,

however, by sufficient heating (51.2. to 53.2. C.) some of the red blood cell popula-

tion became so osmotically fragile as to hemolyze in isotonic saline, the mechani-

cal fragility of the red blood cells was found to be from 17 to 31 per cent compared

to from 3 to � per cent for the unheated blood. Similar results were obtained

whether the red cells were washed in saline before or after heating or whether

heated and injected in serum, plasma, or saline.

Immediately after the injection into dogs of such erythrocytes, the venous blood

contained spherocytes and exhibited an increased osmotic fragility curve, the form

of which depended entirely upon the proportion of heated cells mixed with the

normal red blood cells of the animal. Likewise the mechanical fragility of the circu-

lating blood immediately after the injection of the heated red blood cells showed an

increase that corresponded to the proportion of mechanically fragile cells (� to i6

per cent). The subsequent remarkable increase of the mechanical fragility without

further increase of the osmotic fragility of the red cells was sometimes of such mag-
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nitude (e.g., 65 per cent in Dog 6) as to predicate an effect on the unheated red cells

as well. This finding has not been explained but was shown not to be due to changes

in the properties of the plasma (autoagglutinins) and did not appear after heated

blood was incubated in vitro. Also no increase in osmotic or mechanical fragility

resulted from the injection into the dog of large amounts of stroma, prepared from

dog red blood cells. Because the unpredicted increase in mechanical fragility was

unaccompanied by any increase in osmotic fragility it is probably, although con-

sistently found, due to some property of the artificial in vitro conditions of the test

for mechanical fragility.

Hemoglobinemia soon became maximal and later hemoglobinuria was marked

and indicated rapid destruction of many of the circulating red blood cells. The

spherocytes, serving as identifiable heated cells, and cells with increased osmotic

fragility disappeared progressively and were completely absent by the end of from

four to twenty-four hours. In the three experiments in which measurements were

made, the mechanically fragile red cells also disappeared in from twenty-four to

forty-eight hours. The hematocrit of the circulating dog’s blood did not decrease

below the level apparently resulting from the removal of the blood samples and
hemolysis of the heated red blood cells. From these data, it appeared probable that

the heated red cells which were spheroid and exhibited both increased osmotic

mechanical fragilities were selectively destroyed.

In the patient with fatal thermal burns, Case i�, spherocytes were observed in

the circulation and the osmotic and mechanical fragilities of the red cells were

maximal at first and later declined towards normal as in the dogs injected with

heated red cells. Similarly, in Cases 4 and 14 of the series of patients with burns

previously reported’ and as reported by Brown,’4’ the osmotic fragility was

initially at its highest value and subsequently, as in the dog experiments, decreased

progressively for eighteen hours or longer if the patient survived. Although all

these patients received plasma or plasma and serum in large amounts, they did not

show the progressive increase in osmotic fragility reported by Ebert and Emerson38

in patients of blood groups A or B who received pooled plasma or whole blood of

Group 0. It is therefore believed that the effect of incompatible blood plasma upon

the osmotic fragility of the erythrocytes is not operative in the cases of burns re-

ported in this study.

It seems obvious that those red blood cells susceptible to hemolysis in isotonic

salt solution would also rupture in vivo in isotonic plasma. For those red blood

cells, however, showing increased susceptibility to hemolysis only in hypotonic salt solu-

tions, the mechanism of destruction in the isotonic conditions of the body required

discussion. It has already been demonstrated20’ 32, G that sterile incubation at

3�.5 C. of normal human blood in vitro with limited access to fresh serum and

probably intravascular stagnation of animal blood in vivo lead to progressive in-

creases in volume, spheroidicity, osmotic and mechanical fragility of the red cells

such that eventually some of them hemolyze in isotonic salt solution, plasma, or

serum. The red cells of congenital hemolytic jaundice are especially susceptible to

this process both in vitro and when sequestered in the spleen.39’ 40 Likewise, in ob-

servations on heated dog blood, it was demonstrated that red cells which exhibited
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increased osmotic fragility showed further increase in osmotic fragility on incuba-

tion in vitro. Therefore, it is probable that in the injection experiments, the already

osmotically fragile heated red cells would, like those of congenital hemolytic jaun-

dice, be especially susceptible to destruction by intravascular stagnation in such

locations as the spleen and liver.

The rate of destruction of the heated red cells following intravenous injection

into the dogs was, however, manifestly more rapid than occurred on incubation of

the sterile blood in vitro. Thus, whereas in the dog most of the heated red cells

disappeared from the circulation, in one instance by the end of four hours and al-

ways by the end of twenty-four hours, in the test tube little if any increase in os-

motic fragility was evident after four hours and the definite increase in osmotic

fragility that appeared in twenty-four hours was accompanied by only i� to 30 per

cent hemolysis. Therefore, a more likely explanation of their rapid rate of destruc-

tion in vivo appears to be the increased mechanical fragility which invariably ac-

companied the increased osmotic fragility of the heated red cells. Consistent with

this explanation is the attainment of maximal plasma hemoglobin values within

the first six hours, and the complete disappearance of the mechanically fragile cells

within twenty-four hours following the injection. In the fatally burned patient,

Case i�, the time relations of the disappearance of the mechanically fragile red

cells also fit this hypothesis.

The reality of the physical stresses to which erythrocytes are subjected by the

motion of the circulation is familiar to anyone who has observed the flow of blood

through small vessels and capillaries under a microscope. As with the impact of a

glass bead in the in vitro test of mechanical fragility, when a red cell is forced by

the blood pressure into a capillary of smaller calibre than its own diameter, it

becomes deformed sometimes to such an extent as to resemble a “short sausage.”

If the red cell is nearly spherical the resulting stretching of a normally durable

envelope may cause destruction. If, in addition, the membrane of the red cell is
physically weak, the effect of trauma will be enhanced and it is understandable

that the deforming stresses of repeated capillary passages may soon cause its

rupture. Thus it appears that there are significant resemblances between the im-

mediate mechanisms of red cell destruction in patients with thermal burns and,

for example, those in congenital hemolytic jaundice. In both conditions, the red

cells are primarily defective, and exhibit increased spheroidicity, osmotic and

mechanical fragilities. In both, also, the increased mechanical fragility of the

erythrocytes, though resulting from different causes, is apparently the major

determinant of the increased red cell destruction.

CONCLUSIONS

i. Human blood when heated to from 47 to 6� C. showed striking morphologic

changes in the erythrocytes: progressive division with the development of many

new forms of various sizes and shapes, especially spheroid cells.

2.. The appearance of spheroid cells coincided with the development of pro-

gressive increase in the osmotic and mechanical fragilities of the erythrocytes,

without significant increase in red blood cell volume. Hemolysis in serum or
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plasma was slight unless the osmotic fragility of the red cells increased sufficiently

to cause hemolysis in isotonic solution of sodium chloride.

3 . The effects of heat on the osmotic fragility of the red blood cells were, above

a critical temperature, progressive, reproducible, and proportional to the temper-

ature and time of exposure.

4. The change in the red blood cells produced by heat were irreversible and

independent of the nature of the suspension medium whether plasma, serum, or

salt solution.

5. In view of these facts, it is suggested that geometric considerations involved

in the progressive division of initially biconcave discoid cells without significant

increase of volume or surface predicate the production of progressively more

nearly spherical and consequently more osmotically and mechanically fragile

new forms. Despite lack of evidence for significant change in the permeability

of the cell envelope a direct effect of heat in reducing its ability to resist mechanical

trauma cannot be excluded.

6. The intravenous injection into dogs of dog red blood cells rendered spheroid

and osmotically and mechanically fragile by previous heating resulted in prompt

hemoglobinemia and hemoglobinuria with selective removal of the abnormal red

cells within a few hours. Similar results were observed in a fatal human case of

thermal burn.

�. The intravenous injection of the centrifuged plasma from heated dog blood

did not cause erythrocyte destruction or change in the osmotic or mechanical

fragilities of the red blood cells of the recipient dog.

8. Red blood cells previously rendered osmotically and mechanically fragile

by heating exhibit decreases in volume resembling those of normal red blood cells

when placed in hypertonic solutions of sodium chloride. Also, like normal dog

red blood cells, heated dog red blood cells increase in volume, spheroidicity, and

osmotic fragility upon sterile incubation at body temperature.

�. This potentiality for increase in osmotic fragility may partially explain

how human red blood cells, though insufficiently increased in osmotic fragility

to be hemolyzed by isotonic plasma, are nevertheless destroyed after intravenous

injection as a consequence of intravascular stagnation in certain tissues. However,

the increased liability of the membrane of such red blood cells to rupture by trauma

resulting from the motion of the circulation provides a more likely explanation

of the immediate mechanism of the increased red blood cell destruction shortly

after thermal burns.
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